Modular Seal Links

Double seal class 72 psi - 160 foot head

WA-D-LPS modular seal links, are a watertight pipe seal for up to a 160 ft head pressure. WA-D-LPS modular seal links are available to fit all American and international pipe sizes.

Drawing WA-D-LU modular seal links

APPLICATIONS for:

Pipe entry through concrete foundations, concrete tanks, swimming pools, hydro-structures, etc. Cathodic protection for pipelines. Piping vibration damping and noise suppression. Protecting against the ingress of liquids, gases and smoke.

WA-LPS modular seal links seal the annular space between pipe and core opening. Seal elements expand under compression to form a watertight seal. They may be used on all pipe types, including Steel, Ductile Iron, PVC, Concrete pipe.

Go to D-LPS link seal offered by Westatlantic Tech Corp..

See Disk seals for pipe sealing

Contact sales@westatlantictech.com / or call 902 445 4455